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Material Topics in this Chapter
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HIGHLIGHTS

First in the Real Estate 
Industry
14th Corporate Social 
Responsibility Awards

Model Award, 
Environmental 
Friendliness Group

Received
Carbon Reduction Label

Carbon 
Reduction Label

2017 10th
Taiwan Corporate 
Sustainability 
Awards (TCSA) 

Climate 
Leadership 
Award

Awarded by the 
Environmental Protection 
Administration 
26th Enterprises Environmental 
Protection Award

Enterprises 
Environmental 
Protection Award
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Why It’s Material to Sinyi

In the face of climate change and daily environmental deterioration, Sinyi Realty believes the best 
response is to use in society what we take from it. At the same time as pursuing reasonable profits 
for our real estate brokerage services, we should also value the resources the planet provides us 
and do all we can to promote climate action and innovative green services. In addition to raising 
awareness among consumers of carbon reduction and energy saving, such efforts also help us 
reduce our operating costs and strengthen competitiveness, making a concrete contribution to the 
sustainable development of Sinyi Realty.
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-3.07%
Carbon Emissions of Electricity Consumption per Person

(Baseline Year: 2016)

-2.36%
Per-Capita Water Consumption

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Scope 1 & 2)
-1.34%

Paper Usage of per Real Estate Transaction
-32.82%

Eco-Efficiency
Eco-efficiency is a concept that is built around seeking 
economic and environmental win-win situations, and presents 
an opportunity for businesses to turn the current crisis into an 
opportunity for transformation. By understanding the risks and 
returns involved in eco-efficiency initiatives, we strive to build 
a new model of sustainability for the real estate industry.

p.69 Low Carbon Services p.71 Eco-Efficiency

SDG13
Climate Action

SDG12
Responsible consumption and production

Corresponding to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
Sinyi supports the SDGs. These SDGs in particular are relevant to our work on 
Environmental Protection:

In-depth reporting: page 24 SDGs

MANAGEMENT APPROACH

Performance Highlights in 2017

Sinyi Realty has long viewed sustainable development as a responsibility. In implementing CSR, we have focused on two major 
topics on the environmental side, namely low-carbon services and eco-efficiency. By integrating internal and external resources, 
we can boost corporate competitiveness while also doing our part for the planet through sustainable development.

Core Targets and Vision Sustainability Principle  /  Pioneering Environmental Awareness in the Service Industry

Carbon Emissions of per Real Estate Transaction
(Baseline Year: 2016)

17.96% Reduction

Low Carbon Services
Climate change is one of the most pressing issues facing the 
planet, but along with it have come opportunities. We are 
working to lead our customers through a transition to a 
low-carbon economy, aiming to mitigate the impact of climate 
change.
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In 2014, the Environmental Protection Adminis-
tration launched their Carbon Footprint Reduc-
tion Label (also known as the Carbon Reduction 
Label), an advanced version of the Carbon 
Label.
The product carbon footprints of Sinyi Realty’s 
real estate transaction that has received the 
Carbon Label was taken as the baseline for 
further reductions, and we were actually able to 
achieve our reduction targets ahead of time, 
receiving Carbon Reduction Label certification in 
2017.

Carbon Reduction Label

SDG 13SDG 12

SDG 12 SDG 13305103-1 103-2 103-3

Carbon Reduction Label
No. R1716812001

Our Commitments
Sinyi Realty places great importance on environmental sustainability. Through our development of low-carbon services, we are setting out 
to develop an operating model that reduces carbon dioxide emissions from each individual in the company and each time we provide a 
service. This model, which includes green services and energy conservation, will see us take on more social responsibility as we work to 
reduce our impact on the environment.

Meaning to Sinyi
Climate change is directly related to the sustainable development of every country and to humanity’s ongoing existence as a species, and as 
such, it is the most pressing challenge facing the global community and will have a direct impact on people’s everyday lives.
While the real estate industry is not a major producer of carbon emissions and regulations, agreements, and laws regarding greenhouse 
gas emissions generally don’t address our industry; nonetheless, as an industry with small consumption but substantial marketing, we have 
begun to attract more attention in this regard. As such, Sinyi Realty has in recent years not only established a basic foundation in carbon 
reduction internally, we have also begun to actively promote green services in the hopes of having a positive influence on the industry as a 
whole.

-2%
Carbon Emissions of per Real Estate 
Transaction
Baseline Year: 2016

-17.96%
Carbon Emissions of per Real Estate 
Transaction
Baseline year 2016, reduction of carbon emissions 
per real estate service of 17.96%

2017 Goals

What We Achieved

Responsibilities
Total Ethical Management Committee—Green 
Management Group

Resources
HR: 
Real Estate Management Department, “We are ONE” 
Project, Sinyi Volunteers, Digital Intelligence Center, 
General Affairs Administration Group

Knowledge: 
Sinyi Lecture Hall Environmental Care courses

Grievance Mechanisms
Stakeholder Engagement section

Evaluation Mechanisms
Obtaining ISO certification and setting annual goals.

How We’re Doing It

Target Achieved

2017 Highlights

Drafted world-first real estate operation 
services product category rules (PCR) and 
applied for Carbon Reduction Label.

A carbon footprint is the sum total of greenhouse 
gas emissions produced directly and indirectly in 
the lifecycle of a product or activity, including the 
extraction and manufacture of raw materials, 
assembly, transportation, all the way to usage 
and waste processing or recycling.
In view of the lack of PCR documentation 
pertaining specifically to real estate business 
services, Sinyi Realty set out to draft the first 
such rules in the world, providing a resource for 
others in the industry to refer to when calculating 
the carbon footprint of real estate business 
services.

For more information, please see our Real Estate Product Category Rules (PCR) at 
http://csr.sinyi.com.tw/environment/PCR.pdf
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Carbon Footprint Label
No.1616812001

per real estate transaction
http://www.epa.gov.tw
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Sinyi Realty’s “per real estate transaction” inventory scope covers real 
estate purchases, sales, and rental demand and went through the entire 
service process to final contract signing. Emissions of greenhouse gases 
thus produced and released into the atmosphere then serve as reference 
data for future efforts and plans to reduce GHG emissions. This inventory 
includes all GHGs set out in the IPCC 2013 Fifth Assessment Report and 
compounds controlled by the Montreal Protocol.

As such, we redefined our goal, aiming for a further per real estate 
transaction reduction of 6% by 2025 (baseline year: 2017), and we hope 
that our continued efforts in this direction will bring positive change in terms 
of creating a “low carbon society.”

Carbon Emissions of per Real Estate  Transaction in 2017

Note 1: Production demands made with commissioned actors are considered personal behavior of clients and thus not within the scope of the inventory
Note 2: Should an aforementioned service not provide service items, it is unnecessary to include it within the scope of the inventory

Waste Stage

2016   522.26 kgCO2e
2017   428.46 kgCO2e17.96 %

Materials Input Stage Service Stage

SPECIFIC PLANS

Build Sustainable Real Estate Brokerage and Respond to Climate Change SDG 13

Responding to Climate Change
Sinyi has incorporated climate change into our major risks to sustainable operations. Not only do we pay close attention to trends in global 
climate change and analyze the attendant risks, we also take active measures in response to customer demands, developing a variety of 
innovative green services. We undertake a systematic analysis of environmental and economic benefits associated with green services, 
quantifying their impact on the company. We also conduct annual inventories and set carbon reduction targets in hopes that our actions will 
contribute to the achievement of global targets.

2017 Inventory Results
Each real estate transaction generated 428.46kgCO2e, of which 158.80kg-
CO2e (37.06%) is from the raw materials input stage, 264.43kgCO2e 
(61.72%) from the service stage, and 5.23kgCO2e (1.22%) from the waste 
stage.

Original 2017 goal
Reduce service carbon footprint by 2%. We actually reduced emissions by 
17.96%, achieving our target early. Baseline Year: 2016

Service Provision Reserves
Instruction of Real Estate
Paper Dispatches
Materials Transportation

30.01% 2016   226.89 kgCO2e

2017   158.80 kgCO2e 8.88% 2016   290.19 kgCO2e

2017   264.43 kgCO2e

Liquid Manure
Coolant
Electricity
Tap Water

Waste Product 
Transportation
Waste Product Processing

1.16% 2016   5.17 kgCO2e

2017   5.23 kgCO2e

Original  Target

Carbon Emissions of per Real Estate Transaction(kgCO2e)

(Baseline Year: 2016)
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562.77 522.26

428.46

-7.20%

-17.96%

Achieved Early

17.96%
(cf. 2016) 

2017 reduction in carbon emissions of per real estate 
transaction: 2%

2020 reduction in carbon emissions of per real estate 
transaction: 5%
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Our Commitments
Since 2016, Sinyi Realty has put in place ISO 50001 Energy Management Systems, aiming to implement effective management of energy 
resources. In 2017 we continued to undertake assurance with regard to said energy management systems, with the management scope of such 
broadened from energy resources to other environmental issues. We have further implemented ISO 14001 Environmental Management 
Systems, with accompanying assurance, to serve as the basis of sustainable development strategy planning.

Meaning to Sinyi
As the global economy continues to grow, energy demands follow suit, which means energy costs have continued to rise. This has a substantive 
impact on the economic development of nations, and coupled with the pressure to reduce carbon emissions in the face of climate change, energy 
conservation has become an important development issue internationally.
Based on our implementation of corporate social responsibility in response to the issue of global climate change, Sinyi Realty continues to actively 
launch climate sustainability policies in hopes of providing our customers with even more innovative green services.
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SDG 13SDG 12303 305-6 305-7103-1 103-2 103-3

Action Plan 2:
GHG Inventory 1.34%

Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions (Scope 1 & 2)

Action Plan 3:
Reduce Paper Usage 32.82%

Paper Usage of per 
Real Estate Transaction 

Action Plan 1:
Reduce Energy Usage 3.07%

Carbon Emissions of 
Electricity Consumption per 

Person

Action Plan 4:
Reduce Water Usage 2.36%

Per-Capita Water 
Consumption 

2017 Eco-efficiency Performance

Implement ISO 14001 Environmental 
Management Systems
Set out programs and targets for environmental 
management to reduce environmental impact.

Continue to pass ISO 50001 Energy 
Management Systems Audits
Forging ahead in efficient energy management

2017 Goals

What We Achieved

Responsibilities
Total Ethical Management Committee—Green 
Management Group

Resources
HR: 
General Affairs Administration Section, branches 
Taiwan-wide, Real Estate Management Department

Grievance Mechanisms
Stakeholder Engagement section

Evaluation Mechanisms
Obtaining ISO certification and setting annual goals.

How We’re Doing It

Received ISO 14001 
Environmental Management
System Certificate of Registration
Planned for ISO 14001 implementation in 2017, 
received certification in 2018

Ongoing

Passed ISO 50001 Energy 
Management Systems
Continue to forge ahead in efficient energy 
management

Ongoing
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Purchasing Green Mark or Energy Label IT equipment 
Using green building materials or Green Mark certified materials
Renting Green Mark certified photocopiers
Using environmentally friendly toner cartridges 

Using environmentally friendly variable frequency drive air 
conditioners at all operating locations 
Installed energy saving lights 
Reducing lighting usage and using high natural

Energy-saving, Green Mark Certified Products Used at Branches

In 2016, Sinyi Realty introduced ISO 50001 Energy Management Systems (including at both head office and showroom locations), and in 
2017, we continued conducting assurance on these systems. During this, we not only reviewed our related energy policies and management 
systems, but also undertook a full-scale review of our energy and air conditioning equipment in the hopes that through the PDCA process we 
would be able to hone our energy management effectiveness and be better positioned to achieve our energy and cost reduction goals.

Continuing ISO 50001 Energy Management Systems audits

As the global economy continues to grow, energy demands follow suit, which means energy costs have continued to rise. This has a 
substantive impact on the economic development of nations, and coupled with the pressure to reduce carbon emissions in the face of climate 
change, energy conservation has become an important development issue internationally. In order to more fully exercise our commitment to 
corporate social responsibility, Sinyi Realty has introduced the Ubiteq Be Green Next (UGS) energy management system, with planning 
beginning in August 2012 and the system going into use in Q2 2013.
Implementation Method: Introduce visualizable services and transparency in energy information regarding air conditioning and lighting 
systems to optimize energy usage. 

Energy Management Measure: Introducing Japanese Ubiteq Energy Management System at Main Building

REDUCE ENERGY USAGE

Environmental problems come hand-in-hand with economic development. As humanity has created ever more prosperous 
economic conditions and enjoyed ever greater material wealth, we have also created ever more serious destruction to the environ-
ment that we depend upon for survival. Sustainable development is something to which Sinyi Realty has always been committed, 
and so we take environmental protection seriously. In 2017, we implemented ISO 14001 Environmental Management Systems, and 
in 2017 we passed the associated certification. Though methodical efforts to understand both internal and external situations and 
the demands of our stakeholders, we have transformed our evaluation of environmental aspects, looking for both risks and 
opportunities for the company and setting out environmental management plans and targets that will reduce our impact on the 
environment. ISO 14001 is a common requirement put forward for organizational environmental management from the governmen-
tal, societal, and purchaser perspectives. It aims to aid businesses in effectively preventing and controlling pollution and in improv-
ing the efficiency of their resource and energy usage. It is also one of the main standards in Sinyi Realty’s pursuit of green goals.

Implement ISO 14001 Environmental Management Systems

Considering the ever more significant impacts of climate change, Sinyi Realty has worked to implement ISO 50001 Energy 
Management Systems, ISO 14001 Environmental Management Systems, and ISO 20121 Event Sustainability Management 
Systems in an effort to mitigate our environmental impact and adapt to the current situation. To this end, we have launched 
innovative green services that have not only raised customer awareness of energy conservation and carbon reduction, but also 
lowered operating costs, boosted competitiveness, and helped us in achieving our sustainable development goals. Sinyi Realty has 
recalibrated the group’s energy, environmental, and sustainability management philosophies, setting out a “Sustainable Develop-
ment Policy” to serve as the basis of management and goal-setting and to communicate the company’s core values of sustainable 
operations.

Amending Sustainable Development Policy
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For more information, please see the Sinyi Realty Greenhouse Gas Inventory Boundaries and Results and chart of Total Emissions of Seven Major 
Greenhouse Gases at http://csr.sinyi.com.tw/environment/greenhouse-gases.php

Sinyi Realty (Head Office and Operating Locations) Greenhouse Gas Inventory

In terms of energy information, we are actively introducing GHG inventory and management approaches. In 2014 and 2015, we undertook 
GHG inventories of our head office, and from 2017 we are expanding 2016’s inventories to all branches, carrying out full GHG inventory and 
management across Sinyi Realty.

In accordance with ISO/CNS 14064-1 requirements, the company’s inventory includes direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions, energy indirect (Scope 
2) GHG emissions, and other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions. In 2017, Sinyi Realty’s total GHG emissions were 6,613.075 tonCO2e.

GREENHOUSE GAS INVENTORY

As Sinyi Realty's electricity usage (Scope 2)accounts for nearly 90% of 
the total, we thus use carbon emissions of electricity consumption per 
person as our standard performance indicator for carbon management by 
the organization.

Compared with 2016, we have reduced carbon emissions by 3.07%, 
11.47% down on 2015. We achieved our 2017 goal of a 2% reduction 
(baseline year: 2016) in carbon emissions of electricity consumption per 
person early, as well as our goal of a 10% reduction by 2025 (baseline 
year: 2016).

Re-set 2025 Emissions Reduction Goals
We have redefined our green targets in 2017, aiming for a further 
reduction in carbon emissions of electricity consumption per person of 
4% by 2025 (baseline year: 2017).

Note 1: In 2015, 0.528kgCO2e/kWh; in 2016 and 2017, 0.529kgCO2e/kWh.
Note 2: Greenhouse gas emissions were calculated in line with the GWP values used in 
ver. 6.0.3 of the Environmental Protection Administration’ s Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Factor Management Chart.
Note 3: GWP values are mainly drawn from the IPCC’s 2007 Fourth Assessment Report.

Reductions Performance

Sinyi Realty (Head Office and Operating Locations) 
Carbon Emissions from Electricity Consumption

Carbon Emissions of Electricity Consumption per Person
(kgCO2e)

1400

1300

1200

1500

1464

1337
1296

-8.66%

-3.07%

Original  Target

(Baseline Year: 2015)

2017 reduction in carbon emissions of electricity consumption 
per person: 2%

2020 reduction in carbon emissions of electricity consumption 
per person: 10%

Achieved Early
↓11.47%
(cf. 2015) 

In June 2008, the Executive Yuan passed the “Energy Sustainability Policy Guidelines,” not only setting out carbon reduction and 
energy saving targets, but also advancing the demand that policy planning take into account carbon neutrality.
Sinyi Realty has long promoted plans for carbon management and reduction, and in line with both national policy and international 
standards, in 2017 we launched a project to make our Tianmu East Road branch in Taipei, Chongde Branch in Taichung, and 
Chenggong Hanshin Branch in Kaohsiung carbon-neutral model stores. Using offset credits to offset whatever carbon emissions 
we could not reduce, and through passing third-party PAS 2060:2014 verification, in 2018 we were able to announce our success-
ful achievement of carbon neutrality.

Sinyi Realty actively works to implement concepts of sustainable operation, and in the future, we will continue to make the most of 
our expertise and influence in an effort to inspire the business world to focus more on saving energy, reducing carbon emissions, 
and fostering a sustainable environment.

Carbon Neutrality

To learn more, please see our verification report statement at http://csr.sinyi.com.tw/en/other/verification-report.php
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Paper Usage of per Transaction(kg)

In the course of calculating Sinyi Realty’s carbon footprint of per real 
estate transaction in 2017, we found that service-related paper usage 
accounted for the largest proportion of the carbon footprint at 31.26% of 
total emissions. This could have a substantial impact on the environment, 
and so we made reducing service paper consumption one of our green 
targets. To this end, we continue to introduce innovative green services, 
such as digital dispatches and social platforms, effectively reducing paper 
usage by turning to digital tools.

1. Expanding Social Platforms
In 2017, we had 136 applications to run a Line@ account and 125 for 
Facebook fan pages, a total of 261. In 2018, we will continue to assist 
sales staff in familiarizing themselves with running such digital tools, 
boosting their ability to make effective use of them.

2. The Next Evolution of Digital Dispatches
2017 saw the completion of the second stage of our trial run and system 
optimizations. Starting from the user perspective, the trial run process 
enabled us to troubleshoot the system and make corrections. In 2018, we 
plan to expand the use of digital dispatches to all branches across Taiwan, 
accomplishing a green service goal.

REDUCE PAPER USAGE

40

20

0

60

57.80

47.23
31.73

-18.29%

-32.82%

Original  Target

(Baseline Year: 2015)

2017 reduction in paper usage of per transaction: 20%

2020 reduction in paper usage of per transaction: 50%

Achieved Early
↓45.10%
(cf. 2015) 

303-1 303-2 303-3WATER FOOTPRINT 
The real estate industry is not a high-water-use one, but in response to 
stakeholder concerns, we have included water resources in important 
issues in 2017 and added corresponding material topics. Regular 
tracking and management of water use data will be the basis for 
responding to future droughts or stakeholder requirements, as well as 
showcasing the results of the company’s environmental protection 
efforts.

Most of the water resources consumed by Sinyi Realty were through 
everyday usage. In 2017, we began doing a water footprint inventory in 
accordance with ISO 14044 Environmental management—Life cycle 
assessment and ISO 14046:2014 Environmental management—Water 
footprint—Principles, requirements, and guidelines. In 2018, we passed 
ISO 14046 verification, with audit result showing a 1.32% reduction in 
water consumption in 2017 compared with 2016, including a 2.36% 
reduction on 2016 in per-capita water consumption (16.37% down on 
2014).

per-capita Water Consumption

18.0

17.0

16.0

19.0

20.0

21.0

22.0

23.0

19.8

22.3

19.1
18.7

-11.21%
-3.54% -2.36%

Original  Target

(Baseline Year: 2014)

2017 reduction in per-capita water consumption: 5%

2020 reduction in per-capita water consumption: 20%

Achieved Early
↓16.37%
(cf. 2014) 

For more information, please see the website at 
http://csr.sinyi.com.tw/en/environment/water-resources.php

Waste Management
Waste product management is not a material issue for Sinyi Realty. More information is available on our Sustainability Website.

For more information, please see the website at http://csr.sinyi.com.tw/en/environment/waste.php
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